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Since 1919 our customers have relied on our legal intelligence to conduct thorough and
accurate research, attract more clients and protect their business interests. Written by
leading industry practitioners and academics across maritime and commercial practice,
we provide legal professionals with the most accurate and reliable information available.
Bringing you specialist commentary, discussion and practical analysis alongside an archive
of case reports, we also deliver the news, policy and legislative changes that affect you,
your business and your clients. Online access is provided with all services, enabling you to
discover the latest information and archives.
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For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Client Services
By your side every step of the way with dedicated client support
Our services are easy to use, and comprehensive help sections with training videos and user
guides are available on the sites. To ensure you are fully confident using our services, we can
also provide training either individually or in groups. As a specialist provider we offer tailored
demonstrations, using worked examples from the areas of practice most relevant to you.
You’ll also have a dedicated Client Services representative who is on hand to answer any of
your queries, with teams based in the UK, US and Singapore.
As a subscriber to our products, you will receive regular contact from your account manager
to discuss your training needs and gather any feedback on the services you have. You will also
receive helpful hints and tips emails providing easy-to-follow instructions on using the many
tools and functions available to you.

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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i-law.com
Intuitive research tools and responsive design to deliver
the information you need quickly and accurately.
i-law.com delivers expert case reporting, commentary and analysis across
eight specialist areas of commercial practice. Our industry expertise
means we don’t just provide you with the information: our analysis
tells you what it means for you, your clients and your business. And
connected content and powerful search functionality gives you the broad
perspective you need when conducting legal research.

With i-law.com you’ll find a range of user-friendly online
tools that work seamlessly together:
u Powerful search functionality with the ability to narrow or expand

search results instantly
u Cross-referenced articles and contextual links suggest further avenues

for investigation
u Create PDFs, email or print any report
u Personal notes and comments can be added to any document to

record and save your thoughts during the research process
u Personalised email alerts created by you ensure you receive only the

most pertinent information
u Customised folders allow you to store your research in one place to be

accessed quickly and easily at any time

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Our suites of legal resources
We offer hundreds of periodical and archive resources providing in depth information to support your research and building of legal cases as well
as to keep you abreast of the latest developments across several specialist areas of law.
Maritime
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Lloyd’s Law Reports
Lloyd’s Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly
Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly: The
Bound Volume Series
Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter
Chinese Maritime and Commercial Law Reports
Maritime Risk International
Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law
The Ratification of Maritime Conventions

Construction
u Building Law Reports
u Building Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
u International Construction Law Review
u International Construction Law Review: The Bound

Volume Series
u Building Law Monthly
u Construction Industry Law Letter

Dispute Resolution

Intellectual Property

u Arbitration Law Monthly
u Arbitration Law

u Intellectual Property Magazine

Financial Crime
u
u
u
u

Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime
Fraud Intelligence
Compliance Monitor
Money Laundering Bulletin

Insurance & Reinsurance
u Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance
u Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance: The Bound
u
u
u
u
u
u

Volume Series
Insurance Law Monthly
Reinsurance Practice and the Law
Liability Risk & Insurance
The Law of Insurance Contracts
Professional Negligence and Liability
Insurance Broking Practice and the Law

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Competition
u Competition Law Insight

Medical
u Medical Law Reports
u Medical Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
u Personal Injury Compensation

Tax & Finance
u
u
u
u
u

Farm Tax Brief
Financial Regulation International
International Tax Report
Trusts & Estates
World Accounting Report

Maritime
Maritime from Informa Law
With the Lloyd’s Law Reports archive containing over 18,000 cases dating back to 1919,
essential books, looseleafs and journals, the suite delivers unparalleled case reporting,
commentary and analysis for the maritime sectors. Included in our service is the weekly
Lloyd’s Law Reporter, which provides early analysis of new decisions from the courts; and
expanded coverage from overseas jurisdictions.

Key benefits
u Combining comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent

u
u
u
u

alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date as well as having
access to the historical precedents and analysis you need
Focused coverage on maritime and commercial law means that you no longer have to
trawl through irrelevant information to find the case report, comment or analysis you need
Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the cases,
analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court,
headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly
Cases reporting includes verbatim judgments that can be cited in court to support
your argument

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Maritime

i-law

Hardcopy
Enka Insaat ve Sanayi AS v OOO “Insurance Company Chubb” and Others
[Flaux, Males and Popplewell LJJ]
Arbitration/Anti-suit injunction/Dispute as to scope of arbitration
clause/Proceedings brought in Russian courts/Law applicable to
arbitration clause/Criteria for grant of anti-suit injunction/Senior
Courts Act 1981, section 37

[CA]

Part 3 [2020] Vol. 2

10 August 2020

[QBD (Comm Ct)]

Tricon Energy Ltd v MTM Trading LLC
[Robin Knowles J]
Charterparty (voyage)/Demurrage/Time bar for submitting
demurrage claims/Meaning of “all supporting documents”/
Whether bills of lading to be submitted

[QBD (Comm Ct)]

Editors: Michael Daiches, Barrister, and Professor Robert Merkin QC

Contents

Court

C Ltd v D and Another
[Henshaw J]
Arbitration/Application for removal of arbitrator/Arbitrator
resigning for other reasons before judgment/Whether costs order
should be made against arbitrator/Whether there were serious
doubts as to impartiality/Arbitration Act 1996, sections 24 and 29/
Civil Procedure Rules, Part 44

[QBD (Comm Ct)]

119

Grand Fortune, The
[HHJ Pelling QC (Sitting as a Judge of the High Court)]
Arbitration/Jurisdiction/Sub-charter evidenced by fixture recap
incorporating terms of head charterparty/Disponent owner not
identified in recap/Arbitration commenced by assignee of head
charterer claiming payment of hire against sub-charterer/Whether
valid arbitration agreement/Sub-charterer disputing identity of
disponent owner/Whether arbitration tribunal lacked jurisdiction

[QBD (Comm Ct)]

105

Southern Explorer, The
[Henshaw J]
Anti-suit injunction/Senior Courts Act 1981, section 37/Undertaking
given by defendant not to pursue proceedings in Brazil/Whether
claimant had delayed in seeking anti-suit relief

[QBD (Comm Ct)]

137

Tiger Shanghai, The
[Cockerill J]

[QBD (Comm Ct)]

153

Charterparty (Time)/Time-bar/Charterers bringing arbitration
proceedings against owners for breach of charterparty/
Charterparty providing that all claims shall be extinguished unless
notified in writing and accompanied by all available supporting
documents within 12 months from completion of charter/
Charterers making timeous claim but subsequently relying on
survey report sent with claim letter/Whether claim time-barred

LLOYD’S AND THE LLOYD’S CREST ARE THE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS OF THE SOCIETY
INCORPORATED BY THE LLOYD’S ACT 1871 BY THE NAME OF LLOYD’S
PUBLISHED BY INFORMA LAW
(AN INFORMA BUSINESS)
13TH FLOOR, 240 BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON SE1 8BF
ISSN 0024-5488

TYPESET BY DEANTA GLOBAL PUBLISHING SERVICES LIMITED.
PRINT MANAGED BY PARAGON CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS
© 2020 INFORMA UK LTD

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to an archive of over 18,000 cases
u
u
u
u

u

dating back to 1919 via i-law.com
Lloyd’s Law Reporter service to alert you to the latest
decisions from the courts
Lloyd’s Law Reports Plus containing online-early and
online-only judgments
Expertly curated case reports published fortnightly
Twice yearly bound volumes providing a permanent
hardcopy archive of all cases published over a sixmonth period
Annual Citator containing all judgments reported in
the maritime and commercial, insurance, financial
crime and building law report series

Page

Lloyd’s Law Reports:
The Bound Volume
Series
Lloyd’s Law Reports bound
volumes are essential for
anyone practising in maritime and commercial law.
The volumes provide you with all of the key cases
reported, going back to 1919.
Summary headnotes provide a clear overview of the case
and its implications, and because it’s written by practising
legal professionals, you can be confident each volume
includes the key cases you need, reviewed by trusted,
expert, industry editors.
The Lloyd’s Law Reports bound volumes also offer you
a global perspective, covering the most significant
cases from key foreign jurisdictions, as well as from the
United Kingdom.

Make sure your legal library is complete
All case reports include the full verbatim judgment,
enabling you to cite them in court. So you have, at your
fingertips, the reporting you need when advising your
clients and building your cases. Each bound volume
consolidates all case reports over a six-month period.

The Lloyd’s Law Reports service is relied upon by industry
and legal professionals around the globe to provide the
case reporting they need to protect their interests.

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Hardcopy

Lloyd’s Maritime and
Commercial Law Quarterly

[2020] LMCLQ 345–534

Case and comment

Part 3, August 2020

CONTENTS

Non-parties, forum agreements and expanding anti-suit injunctions
(Hai Jiang 1501 v Singapore Technologies Marine)
Misapplication of company assets: a moving target
(Auden McKenzie v Patel)
Arbitration and the act of state doctrine (Reliance Industries v Union of India)
Statutory unconscionability in the High Court of Australia: the curious case
of the Anagu people (ASIC v Kobelt)
The suspension of arbitral awards on enforcement and the continuing influence
of the territoriality theory (Leidos v Hellenic)
That new chestnut—the proprietary status of Bitcoins
(AA v Persons Unknown)
Vicarious liability: a tale of two cases (Barclays Bank v Various Claimants;
WM Morrison Supermarkets v Various Claimants)
The law governing arbitration agreements: Where to start?
(Enka v Chubb)

Established in 1974, Lloyd’s Maritime
and Commercial Law Quarterly is the
leading journal dedicated to maritime and
commercial issues. Its collection of cases
and comment, articles and book reviews
ensures shipping and legal professionals and academics
have an up to date knowledge of the law and a clear
understanding of the key issues.
[2020] LMCLQ 345–534 August 2020

Lloyd’s Law Reports contains a
comprehensive archive of over 18,000
maritime and commercial cases from the
UK and other foreign jurisdictions dating
back to 1919. This unparalleled archive is
added to continually with high frequency,
fast reporting of legal decisions from our Lloyd’s Law
Reporter service, and includes our Plus series of onlineearly and online-only judgments. Each case report
contains unique summary headnotes and keywords
providing you with a clear overview of the case and its
implications alongside the full verbatim judgment which
can be cited in court.
Times Trading Corporation v National Bank of Fujairah (Dubai Branch)
[Cockerill J]
Arbitration/Anti-suit injunction/Criteria for grant of injunction/
Quasi-judicial injunctions/Relevance of contractual time bar/
Discretion/Whether condition should be imposed relating to time
bar – Senior Courts Act 1981, section 37/Arbitration Act 1996,
section 12

i-law

LLOYD’S MARITIME AND COMMERCIAL LAW QUARTERLY

Lloyd’s Law Reports Plus: available on www.i-law.com

Our enhanced service on www.i-law.com includes cases that are not yet published in the printed versions of Lloyd’s Law
Reports. The Lloyd’s Law Reports Plus cases are available to i-law subscribers. The following case reports will be listed
on i-law.com.

Part 3 [2020] Vol. 2—pp. 105–164

Lloyd’s Law Reports

Hardcopy

Articles

Fiduciary duties in a commercial context: comparing English and Australian approaches
JUSTICE ASHLEY BLACK

CTL—Hit and Miss in the Supreme Court MICHAEL HOWARD QC
Loss of bargain damages PROFESSOR EDWIN PEEL
The Arbitration Act 1996, s.44: interim assistance from the court

DANIEL WARD

Unjust enrichment review

Recurring issues in failure of basis PROFESSOR CHARLES MITCHELL QC AND PROFESSOR PAUL MITCHELL
Unjust enrichment in England and Wales PROFESSOR GERARD MCMEEL QC

PUBLISHED BY INFORMA LAW
(AN INFORMA BUSINESS)
13TH FLOOR, 240 BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, SE1 8BF.
ISSN 0306 2945

TYPESET BY DEANTA GLOBAL PUBLISHING SERVICES LIMITED.
PRINT MANAGED BY PARAGON CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS
© 2020 INFORMA UK LTD

ISSN 0306 2945

The editor, Professor F D Rose, is assisted by a
distinguished editorial board made up of leading
maritime and commercial law specialists and
international correspondents based in over 20 countries.

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to an archive of articles via i-law.com
u Quarterly issues containing in-depth commentary

and analysis on international maritime and
commercial law
u Annual bound volume which provides a
permanent archive of all articles published over a
12-month period
u International Maritime and Commercial Law
Yearbook providing a complete review of all major
developments in maritime and commercial law
across the globe
The Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly
service is relied upon by industry and legal professionals
around the globe to provide the unparallelled
commentary and expert analysis they need.

Maritime

Hardcopy

Lloyd’s Maritime
and Commercial Law
Quarterly: The Bound
Volume Series
Lloyd’s Maritime and
Commercial Law Quarterly is the leading journal
dedicated to maritime and commercial issues. The
entire archive contains over 40 smartly-bound volumes
going back to 1974, and is an essential addition to any
legal library.
Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly
is edited by Professor F D Rose and also has a
distinguished editorial board and a team of international
correspondents, whose expertise provides comprehensive
case commentary and articles to ensure you have instant
access to the information you need in a single source.

Make sure your legal library is complete
Make sure you have access to the commentary and
analysis you need. Each bound volume consolidates all
articles over a 12-month period.

i-law

Hardcopy

i-law

Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter
Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter compiles
succinct summaries of recent court
decisions and arbitrations from around
the world to give our subscribers a truly
global perspective. Through our exclusive
agreement with the London Maritime
Arbitrators Association to publish details of selected
London arbitrations we are able to give our customers
access to valuable information which cannot be
found anywhere else. Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter
additionally delivers exclusive commentaries and text of
arbitral decisions from Singapore, in association with the
Singapore Chamber of Maritime Arbitration.
www.lmln.com

CASES – ENGLAND

(2020) 1063 LMLN 1

Carriage of goods by sea – Bill of lading incorporating terms
of charterparty – Carrier claiming demurrage following
delays at discharge port – Charterer in insolvent liquidation
– Defendant bank and cargo receivers becoming subject to
liabilities under contract of carriage pursuant to COGSA –
Whether implied term of contract of carriage that defendants
would discharge and deliver cargo with reasonable time

Sea Master Shipping Inc v Arab Bank (Switzerland) Ltd and Another
(The “Sea Master”) – QBD (Comm Ct) (HHJ Pelling QC, sitting as a
Judge of the High Court) [2020] EWHC 2030 (Comm) – 28 July 2020

The claimants (the owners) were the assignees of the registered
owners of the vessel Sea Master who chartered her to Agribusiness
United DMCC (the charterer) by a voyage charter on the Norgrain
89 form. The contract of carriage was contained in or evidenced by
a bill of lading dated 7 November 2016, which incorporated all the
“terms, conditions, liberties and exceptions” of the voyage charter.
The first defendant (the bank) was involved in financing the cargo.
The second defendant (the receivers) took delivery of the cargo.
Disputes arose following delays at the discharge port, and
were referred to arbitration. The owners claimed demurrage or
damages in lieu of demurrage.
The charterer was in insolvent liquidation and unable to meet
any of its obligations under the voyage charter.
The arbitration tribunal directed the hearing of preliminary issues
on the assumption that both defendants became subject to the
same liabilities under the contract of carriage pursuant to section
3(1) of COGSA 1992 as if they had been a party to that contract.
The questions of law for determination as preliminary issues were:
“1. As a matter of contractual construction are the following
liable for discharge port demurrage under the contract of
carriage:
1.1 The Bank?

1.2 The Receivers?

2. If answer to 1.1 or 1.2 is no, was it an implied term of the
contract of carriage, sounding in damages for delay for the
owners, that the bank and/or the receivers would:
2.1 Take all necessary steps to enable the cargo to be
discharged and delivered within a reasonable time; and/or
2.2 Discharge the cargo within a reasonable time?”

The implied term referred to at 2.1 above was referred to as the
“First Implied Term” and that referred to at 2.2 as the “Second
Implied Term”.
The tribunal answered Questions 1.1 and 1.2 in the negative,
on the basis that the laytime and demurrage provisions in
the voyage charter had the effect that the charterers had the
exclusive responsibility for paying demurrage; and the general
incorporation clause in the bill of lading had the effect that the

28 August 2020 • LMLN 1063

same result applied in the context of the bill of lading, so that
demurrage was payable by the charterer, Agribusiness, not by
the bank or the receivers.
There was no appeal from that conclusion.
The tribunal answered Question 2 in the negative, and it was
from that conclusion that the owners appealed.
It was common ground that the effect of the incorporation clause
in the bill of lading was to incorporate into the contract of carriage
the terms of the voyage charter in so far as they were appropriate
and relevant, and subject to the legal principles set out in The
Miramar [1984] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 129 and subsequent authorities.
The voyage charter was a recapitulation of an earlier
charterparty relating to another vessel, Sea Honest. The voyage
charter and the Sea Honest charterparty provided:
“21.– LAYTIME TO COMMENCE AT ALL PORTS (LOADPORTS
AND DISPORTS) NEXT WD AT 8AM. TIME NOT REVERSIBLE.
FRESH NOR TO BE TENDERED AT ALL PORTS BENDS AND
NOR WILL BE ACCEPTED ONLY UPON VSL PASSING LOCAL
AUTHORITIES INSPECTIONS.
…

23.– DEMURRAGE USD 8,750 pdpr/HALF DESPATCH
WORKING TIME SAVED BOTH ENDS DEMURRAGE/DISPATCH
IF ANY TO BE SETTLED 35 DAYS AFTER SUBMISSION OF
DOCUMENTATION AND OWNS/CHRTRS INVOICE.
…

36.– OWISE AS PER EXECUTED CP OF MV SEA HONEST AND
BLW CP DTLS AS AGREED.”

The Sea Honest charterparty provided:

“10.(a) Cost of loading and discharging
…

Cargo is to be discharged free of expense to the vessel …

11. Stevedores at Loading Port(s) and Discharging Port(s)
…

Stevedores at … discharging port(s) are to be appointed and
paid for by Charterers/Receivers

In all cases, stevedores shall be deemed to be the servants
of the Owners and shall work under the supervision of the
Master.
…
Demurrage/Despatch

20. Demurrage at loading and/or discharge ports is to be paid
at the rate of [blank] per day or pro rata for part of a day and
shall be paid by Charterers in respect of loading port(s) and by
Charterers/Receivers* in respect of discharge ports. Despatch
money to be paid by Owners at half the demurrage rate of
all working laytime saved at loading and/or discharging ports.
Any time lost for which Charterers/Receivers are responsible,
which is not excepted under this Charterparty, shall count as
laytime, until same has expired, thence time on demurrage.”

Held, that, dealing first with the Second Implied Term (Question
2.2), the tribunal had concluded that the effect of clause 11 was
that it was the owners who were responsible for discharging,

Lloyd’s is the registered trade mark of the Society incorporated by the Lloyd’s Act 1871 by the name of Lloyd’s

Follow us on lmln.com and i-law.com

LMLN_1063.indd 1

Edited by leading barrister Michael Daiches, Lloyd’s
Maritime Law Newsletter delivers topical, timely,
comprehensive and expert commentary on maritime
cases and arbitrations giving you the focused coverage
you need when conducting legal research or keeping up
to date with developments in your industry.

Your subscription includes:
international maritime cases and arbitrations dating
back to 1979
u Fortnightly issues delivered with a cumulative index

www.lmln.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Informa Law are the sole
publishers of the English language edition of the Chinese
Maritime and Commercial Law Reports.

EDITED BY MICHAEL DAICHES, BARRISTER

u Online access to an archive of over 1,000 issues of
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Chinese Maritime and
Commercial Law Reports

02/09/2020 11:46:24

The Reports contain key maritime and commercial cases
selected for their importance and topicality. They provide
guidance for lawyers when advising clients on cases or
contracts for the region, with the Reports casting a light
on enforceability in China. The Reports are beneficial for
law firms with a presence in Asia, and those for whom
China is a growing market.
Additionally. our partnership with China Maritime
Arbitration Commission enables us to bring you arbitral
rulings that are important to the sector, to assist with
understanding the issues in this key jurisdiction.

A subscription provides you with:
u Full text English language translation of Chinese

Court maritime and commercial judgments, Chinese
Supreme Court replies, important legislation and
decrees, judicial opinions, arbitral decisions and
lectures from Chinese judiciary
u Expert case selection and translation by Editors-in-Chief
Professor Si Yuzhuo, Former President of Dalian Maritime
University and Mr Philip Peng, Deputy-Chair, Maritime
Law Committee of the Beijing Lawyers Association
u Coverage of maritime law, international commercial
arbitration, sale of goods, letters of credit, insurance
claims, company and joint venture disputes, ship
building, ship finance and anti-monopoly law issues
u Access to an archive of case reports, important
legislation and decrees and judicial opinions dating
back to 2010

Maritime

i-law

Hardcopy

Maritime Risk International
Maritime Risk International provides you
with detailed coverage of legal, technical
and insurance issues facing the shipping
industry to help you advise your clients
and mitigate risk.

i-law

P&I, claims management and loss prevention

Volume 34 Issue 5

June 2020

i-law

Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law

Lloyd’s Shipping
& Trade Law

Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law ensures you
are fully aware of developments which
will have an impact on your business
and the businesses of your clients. Our
expert editors tell you what the latest
developments mean for you in a concise
and easily digestible format. Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law
ensures you are always up to date with the latest factors
affecting the rights and liabilities of the shipping and
trade communities.
www.shippingandtradelaw.com

Security

Covid-19 – what about
seafarers?

Keeping safe despite Covid-19

The world has never seen a pandemic as the one caused by Covid-19. Although
often compared to the Spanish flu, the impact of Covid-19 can be said to be far
greater. The virus has disrupted trade and had a severe impact on the shipping
industry, affecting the work of nearly 2 million seafarers worldwide. The effect is
particularly apparent within the cruise ship industry.
One of the things to be considered is that isolation on board a vessel is not
the same as isolation at home. When the pandemic started it did not take long
for cruise vessels to be targeted as a potential carrier of the disease. This is no
surprise, since such vessels are difficult to disinfect thoroughly, and considering
the large number of persons carried on board. Ports began refusing entry to
vessels and the disembarking of persons on board. Cruises were cancelled due
not only to the virus but also to the closure of borders. Nevertheless, most cruise
vessels that were due to depart just a few days after the world started to shut
down were already properly crewed. This led to seafarers being stranded on
board vessels berthed in ports around the world. Many seafarers have found it
difficult to cope with the challenging conditions and hardship of such isolation,
and some have unfortunately taken their own lives.
Concerning merchant vessels, due to border control measures adopted by
countries and the risk of contamination, companies found themselves unable
to re-crew their vessels. Therefore companies, such as Maersk, opted to renew
the contracts of the crew already on board. Although this option indeed sounds
like the most sensible option under the circumstances, it left seafarers on board
deprived of sufficient rest and contact with family. Moreover, due to the threat of
contamination, many ports were refusing disembarkation and were limiting the
hours of vessels at the port, which often made the acquisition of supplies difficult.
These situations raise questions relating to basic and essential seafarers’
rights, such as repatriation, medical care, fatigue, and even abandonment. The
fact is that shipping companies found themselves in a difficult position once
the closure of borders resulted in a lack of flights, and restrictive measures to
contain the virus caused what might be called a “prohibition” for international
seafarers from access to shore.
Shore leave is provided for in Regulation 2.4.2 of the Maritime Labour Convention
(MLC). As the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) states, shore
leave is not a “luxury”. Seafarers who spend weeks at sea should be provided
with internet and telephone so they can contact their families, seek welfare,
social or even psychological support if needed. Even before the pandemic, the
ITF was advocating that seafarers should be entitled to more hours on shore.
This has been proved essential to ensure the well-being of seafarers, especially
in relation to mental health. Unfortunately, with Covid-19, access to shore leave
can, for now, be said to be a luxury and, instead of spending fewer weeks or

n Places of safety critical
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n Shipping sector responsibility for navigational dues
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Shanghai Shipyard Co Ltd v Reignwood
International Investment (Group) Co
Ltd [2020] EWHC 803 (Comm)

Trafigura Maritime Logistics Pte Ltd v
Clearlake Shipping Pte Ltd (The “Miracle
Hope”) [2020] EWHC 995 (Comm);
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The “Miracle Hope” [2020] SGHCR 3
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We ensure our readers are aware of the
implications of key court decisions as well as providing
the in-depth analysis and expert advice they need when
making critical business decisions. Industry experts
and an international editorial board deliver articles and
analysis on topics including loss prevention, carriage of
goods, salvage, ship security, pollution and maritime law.

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to an archive of commentary and

analysis on mutual insurance, loss prevention and
claims management dating back to 2000
u Regularly updated news and analysis
u Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.maritime-risk-intl.com

Hardcopy
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Covering a broad range of topics including damages,
carriage of goods and persons, loss, damage and
bills of lading we provide the practical guidance you
need when advising your clients and making critical
business decisions.

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to an archive of case commentaries

and analysis dating back to 2000
u Regularly updated news and analysis available online
u Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.shippingandtradelaw.com

Hardcopy

The Ratification of
Maritime Conventions
An invaluable daily
reference source, this clear
and accurate looseleaf
will help you to protect your fleet or that of your client.
Published with the Institute of Maritime Law, University of
Southampton and in consultation with the International
Maritime Organization, The Ratification of Maritime
Conventions provides essential, unparalleled information
for those responsible for ensuring vessels operate within
international law.

The Ratification of Maritime
Conventions contains:
u All the conventions in one place – full text of

all the IMO conventions and other related
international conventions
u Lists all states involved – details of all the ratifying
states and approving countries are available for
each convention
u Quality commentary – helping you to understand the
origins, intentions and implications of the conventions
u Clear subject headings – the text is broken down into
numbered paragraphs with clear subject headings for
easy reference. Each convention is grouped by subject
area and is fully cross-referenced with detailed
footnote annotation

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to the fully searchable text
u Four-volume hardcopy looseleaf
u Updated twice per year
For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Construction
Construction from Informa Law
We bring you case reporting, commentary and analysis on all areas of construction law
including delay and disruption, adjudication, arbitration, contracts, costs, insurance and
procurement. Our flagship publications include Building Law Reports with a case archive
going back to 1976 and in-depth articles covering a global range of topics from International
Construction Law Review.

Key benefits
u Combining vast archives to support extensive legal research with frequent alerting to the

u
u
u
u

latest developments, we ensure you are fully up to date as well as having access to the
historical precedents and analysis you need
Focused coverage on construction means that you no longer have to search through
irrelevant information to find the right case report, comment or analysis
Connected content on i-law.com enables you to quickly and easily move between the
cases, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court,
headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly
Case reporting includes verbatim judgments which can be cited in court to support
your argument

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Field Systems Designs Ltd v MW High Tech Projects UK Ltd
[Lord Clark; 11 February 2020]
Adjudication/Enforcement/Jurisdiction/Natural justice/Failure to
consider an argument/Whether deliberate or inadvertent failure/
Burden of proof/Failure to provide adequate reasons/Materiality
of adjudicator’s failure/Severability of adjudicator’s decision/Fees
and expenses

[CSOH]

Part 7 [2020] BLR pp 497–553

September 2020
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Bresco Electrical Services Ltd (In Liquidation) v Michael J Lonsdale (Electrical) Ltd
[Lord Reed, President, Lords Briggs, Kitchin, Hamblen and Leggatt;
22, 23 April, 17 June 2020]
Adjudication claim bought by liquidator/Effects of set-off under the
Insolvency (England and Wales) Rules 2016 (SI 2016 No 1024)
on adjudicator’s jurisdiction to determine dispute/Whether
injunction should be granted to restrain further continuation of the
adjudication/Right to refer disputes under section 108 of the Housing
Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 by insolvent party

[UKSC]

497

ISG Construction Ltd v Platform Interior Solutions Ltd
[Mr Roger ter Haar QC (Sitting as a Deputy High Court Judge); 24 April, 7 May 2020]
Adjudication/Enforcement adjudicator’s decision/CPR Part 8/Hutton
exceptions/Interrelationship between adjudication enforcement
and consideration of legal issues under Part 8

[QBD (TCC)]

525

J & B Hopkins Ltd v Trant Engineering Ltd
[Fraser J; 4 May 2020]
Adjudication enforcement/The “correction principle” that interim
payments can be corrected in the next payment cycle/Effect of
subsequent payment cycles on no pay less notice adjudication
decision

[QBD (TCC)]

534

Oran Environmental Solutions Ltd v QBE Insurance (Europe) Ltd
[Cockerill J; 11 May 2020]
Claim form/Service within jurisdiction/Methods of service/
Service by email/Service on solicitors/Consent orders extending
time for service/Whether claim form effectively served during
temporal validity/Application for extension of time for service
of the claim form

[QBD (Comm)]

544

Taylor Wimpey UK Ltd v Harron Homes Ltd
[Fraser J; 7, 13 May 2020]
Pre-action disclosure/CPR 31.16/Expert determination process in
contract/Documents available in such process/Prior pre-action
protocol process/Documents not sought in that process/Likelihood
or not of litigation disclosure stage ever being reached/
Non-engagement in agreed ADR process/Discretion

[QBD (TCC)]
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TYPESET BY DEANTA GLOBAL PUBLISHING SERVICES LIMITED
PRINT MANAGED BY PARAGON CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS
© 2020 INFORMA UK LTD

Building Law Reports provides:
u Unique summary headnotes and keywords,

providing you with a clear overview of the case
and its implications coupled with in-depth expert
commentary and analysis
u Expert editors who are embedded in construction law
and practice, providing case selections from foreign
jurisdictions as well as English law
u Case reports that include full verbatim judgments
which can be used in court to support your argument

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to the archive of cases dating back
u
u
u
u

to 1976
Construction Law Reporter service delivered via email
to alert you to the latest decisions from the courts
Building Law Reports Plus providing online-first access
to the latest case reports
Case reports delivered 10 times a year
Annual bound volumes providing a permanent archive
of all cases published over a 12-month period

Building Law Reports is
a powerful reference
resource for all your construction law needs, providing
you with full coverage of the most influential cases
from the Technology and Construction Court,
Court of Appeal, Supreme Court and other relevant
jurisdictions worldwide.
Written by practising legal professionals, you can be
confident every volume includes the key cases you need,
reviewed by trusted, expert, industry editors. All case
reports include the full judgment, enabling you to cite
them in court, giving you the detailed insight you need to
stay at the forefront of ever-changing construction law.

Make sure your legal library is complete
Each hardcopy volume contains full, verbatim
judgments that can be cited in court, and will also help
you to understand at once the way a judge has decided
and its implications for future (and previous) decisions.
Each volume consolidates all of the cases reported
within the year.

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Hardcopy

International Construction Law
Review

[2020] ICLR 195–319

Volume 37, Part 3, July 2020

CONTENTS
Introduction

International Construction Law Review
is the leading authority on global
construction law, with each issue
examining important developments
worldwide. A subscription gives you
in-depth and incisive analysis by leading professionals,
academics and lawyers on key developments in
construction law around the globe. The analysis
helps you identify the legal factors affecting your
practice, and keep pace with the changing law across
different jurisdictions.
July 2020

Building Law Reports contains a vast
archive of over 1,500 construction cases
dating back to 1976. This unparalleled
archive is added to continually with high
frequency, fast reporting of legal decisions
via our fortnightly Construction Law
Reporter service and includes our Building Law Report Plus
series of online-early judgments.

Building Law Reports:
The Bound Volume
Series

i-law

THE INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION LAW REVIEW [2020] ICLR 195–319

Building Law Reports Plus: available on www.i-law.com

Our enhanced service on www.i-law.com includes cases that are not yet published in the printed versions of Building Law
Reports. The Building Law Reports Plus cases are available to i-law subscribers. The following case reports will be listed
on i-law.com.

Part 7 [2020] pp 497–553
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Hardcopy

Articles
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of Substantive Law HAYTHAM BESAISO and PETER FENN
A Global Perspective on Extensions of Time in Construction Projects
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With a distinguished editorial board and a team of
worldwide correspondents, International Construction
Law Review provides a truly global perspective. Their
expertise ensures you have access to all of your
international construction law needs in a single source.

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to the archive dating back to 2000
u Quarterly issues containing in-depth commentary

and analysis on international construction law
u Annual bound volume which provides a permanent

archive of all articles published over a 12-month period

Construction

Hardcopy

International
Construction Law
Review: The Bound
Volume Series
International Construction
Law Review has provided indispensable insight on global
construction issues since 1983. It is the leading authority
in the field and ensures you have the critical information
you need, in areas ranging from procurement, project
partnering, subcontracting and environmental issues
to trends in dispute resolution and alternatives to the
FIDIC conditions.

i-law

Hardcopy

i-law

Building Law Monthly
Building Law Monthly provides you with
the facts and analysis of important and
landmark construction law cases that are
relevant to you.
Building Law Monthly brings you the
information you need on construction law
presented in an easy-to-read format:

Construction Industry Law Letter
www.buildinglawmonthly.com

Adjudication, severance
and single disputes
In Dickie & Moore Ltd v Ronald James McLeish, Mrs Diane McLeish and
Catriona Watt as Trustees of The Lauren McLeish Discretionary Trust [2020]
CSIH 38 the Inner House of the Court of Session dismissed an appeal from
the decision of Lord Doherty and held that it was possible to sever a part of
the decision of the adjudicator and to enforce the remainder of the decision.
In so concluding, the Inner House affirmed, as a matter of Scots law, the
existence of a more flexible approach to severance, according to which the
fact that the dispute which has been referred to adjudication is a “single
dispute” is not of itself a barrier to the exercise of the jurisdiction to sever
the unenforceable parts of the decision of the adjudicator. The fact that
the case is a “single dispute” case is a factor to be taken into account when
considering whether severance is possible, but the critical question which
must be answered by the court is a more “nuanced and flexible” one which
requires the court to consider whether the adjudicator’s reasoning in the
invalid part of the decision has had “a significant effect” on the reasoning in
the otherwise valid parts of the decision. If it has, it is likely that severance
will be impossible and the whole decision will fall. But, where it has not, it is
more likely that severance will be possible so that effect can be given to the
valid parts of the decision.

The facts

The pursuer brought an action in order to enforce the decision of an
adjudicator. The claim came before Lord Doherty (on which see our October
2019 issue, pp 7–9) who held that the adjudicator did have jurisdiction
to decide the dispute which had been referred to him and that there had
been no breach by the adjudicator of the principles of natural justice.
However, Lord Doherty also held that part of the dispute which had been
referred to adjudication had not crystallised at the time of the reference
to adjudication. The matters which had not crystallised were held to be
material and related to the claims brought for an extension of time and
loss and expense claims. In these circumstances, Lord Doherty invited
the parties to make submissions to him on the question whether or not it
was permissible for him to sever the decision of the adjudicator in order to
give effect to those parts of the decision where a dispute had crystallised
between the parties and which the adjudicator had jurisdiction to decide.
A second hearing then took place before Lord Doherty at which the
severance issue was the subject of submission by the parties (on which see
our December 2019/January 2020 issue pp 1–5). Lord Doherty held that there
was no rule of law to the effect that severance cannot be granted in a case
where there is a single dispute between the parties. On the facts he concluded

August/September 2020
Volume 37 • Issue 8
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Adjudication, severance and
single disputes
Dickie & Moore Ltd v Ronald
James McLeish, Mrs Diane
McLeish and Catriona Watt
as Trustees of The Lauren
McLeish Discretionary Trust
[2020] CSIH 38
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Architect did not owe duty of
care in respect of ﬁre damage
caused by a third party
Rushbond plc v The J S Design
Partnership LLP [2020] EWHC
1982 (TCC)

7

Remoteness of damage in
contract
Attorney-General of the
Virgin Islands v Global Water
Associates Ltd [2020] UKPC 18

10 Valuation of posttermination account and
orders for payment
WRW Construction Ltd
v Datblygau Davies
Developments Ltd [2020]
EWHC 1965 (TCC)
12 Identity of parties to contract
Maftoon (t/a FM Construction
Services) v Sayed and
Lebaneat (Yarm) Ltd [2020]
EWHC 1801 (TCC)

Editor:
Professor Ewan McKendrick
QC, LLB, BCL, MA,

Barrister

Follow us on buildinglawmonthly.com and i-law.com

u Cases are clearly explained with highlighted sub-

headings, leading you straight to the key issues
u A clear presentation and layout guides you through

often complex legal decisions

It offers practical advice and guidance on global
construction law issues that affect you, along with briefs
on legal and regulatory developments and requirements
that influence your sector.

u Editorial commentary and analysis draws your

Make sure your legal library is complete

u Online access to a large archive of case summaries,

Each volume contains comprehensive articles which offer
expert analysis of the key developments in construction
law across the globe. Each hardcopy volume consolidates
all of the articles published within the year.

attention to the key legal developments you need to
know about

Your subscription includes:
commentary and analysis dating back to 2000
u Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.buildinglawmonthly.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Construction Industry Law Letter offers
expert guidance on the latest legal
developments within the construction
industry, presenting case analysis together
with judgment extracts and practical
advice on the implications of the judgment,
in a clear and concise format.

www.constructionindustrylaw.com

Damages

July 2020

Remoteness of damage – Loss of proﬁt
Attorney General of the Virgin Islands v Global Water Associates Ltd
[2020] UKPC 18
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council; before Lord Hodge, Lord Wilson, Lord
Lloyd-Jones, Lady Arden and Lord Sales; judgment delivered 13 July 2020

The facts

On 19 September 2006, the Government of the British Virgin Islands (“the
Government”) entered into two contracts with Global Water Associates
Ltd (“GWA”) relating to a proposed water reclamation treatment plant at
Paraquita Bay in Tortola. The ﬁrst contract was a Design Build Agreement
(“the DBA”) and the second contract was a Management, Operation and
Maintenance Agreement (“the MOMA”).
Pursuant to the DBA, GWA was to design and build a 250,000 US gallons
per day water reclamation treatment plant (“the Plant”). Pursuant to the
MOMA, GWA was to manage, operate and maintain the Plant for a period of
12 years from the date when the Plant was ﬁrst capable of achieving the level
of water processing for which the Government contracted in the DBA.
In breach of the DBA, the Government failed to provide a prepared project
site to enable the installation of the Plant. As a consequence, the Plant was
not built. As a result of this, GWA was not able to earn the proﬁts that it would
have made from managing, operating and maintaining the Plant during the
12-year term of the MOMA.
GWA validly terminated the DBA and then referred to arbitration its claim
for damages for breach of the DBA.
On 18 August 2014, the arbitrators delivered their award in which they
rejected GWA’s claim. The arbitrators found that the Government had breached
the DBA in failing to provide a prepared site but that the damages claimed, loss
of proﬁt arising from failure to proceed with the MOMA, were too remote to be
recoverable. The arbitrators found that damages for breach of the DBA were
conﬁned to sums payable for the performance of works under the DBA and did
not extent to proﬁts which would have been earned under the MOMA.
GWA applied to the BVI High Court on the ground that there were errors of
law on the face of the arbitration award, seeking an order to remit the award
to the arbitrators or to set it aside.
On 1 February 2016, the BVI High Court gave judgment in GWA’s favour
and the award was remitted to the arbitrators. The Government appealed to
the BVI Court of Appeal. On 13 February 2013, the Court of Appeal allowed
the Government’s appeal. The Court of Appeal rejected the claim under the
DBA, holding that the damages claimed were too remote in law. The Court
held that if GWA terminated the DBA because of the Government’s breach

Damages
Remoteness of damage – Loss of
proﬁt
Attorney General of the Virgin
Islands v Global Water Associates
Ltd [2020] UKPC 18
4489

Tort
Negligence – Duty of care – Omissions
– Alleged failure to secure property
Rushbond plc v The J S Design
Partnership LLP [2020]
EWHC 1982 (TCC)
4494

Adjudication
Enforcement – Jurisdiction – Payment
from referring party to responding
party – Merger
WRW Construction Ltd v Datblygau
Davies Developments Ltd [2020]
EWHC 1965 (TCC)
4501

Editor
Karen Gidwani
Fenwick Elliott LLP
kgidwani@fenwickelliott.com

Follow us on constructionindustrylaw.com and i-law.com

The combination of verbatim extracts and practical,
informed commentary ensures you’re always fully aware
of the latest legal developments. With coverage of over
40 cases a year, drawn from a wide range of sources,
Construction Industry Law Letter ensures you always have
access to the most relevant and important information.

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to our archive of case summaries,

commentary and analysis dating back to 2000
u Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.constructionindustrylaw.com

Dispute Resolution
Dispute Resolution from Informa Law
This suite delivers specialist commentary, analysis and practical guidance on all aspects of
international arbitration alongside case reports from jurisdictions across the world. Written by
industry experts including Professor Robert Merkin QC, we provide our customers with the legal
intelligence they need on key judgments and developments in arbitration law and practice.
We provide the busy practitioner with all the information they need to conduct legal research
quickly and easily.

Key benefits
u Combining our comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent

alerts to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date in addition to having
access to the historical case commentaries and analysis you need
u Focused coverage on dispute resolution means that you have access to the most relevant
and important information to find the right case, comment or analysis
u Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the case
summaries, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
u Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court,
headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Dispute Resolution
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Arbitration Law Monthly
Arbitration Law Monthly is a specially designed information service that
provides you with critical and essential analysis of global arbitration
court decisions.

Arbitration Law
www.arbitrationlawmonthly.com

Anti-suit injunctions
Quasi-contractual injunctions;
extension of time

The decision of Sarah Cockerill J in Times Trading Corporation v National Bank of
Fujairah (Dubai Branch) [2020] EWHC 1078 (Comm), contains a detailed analysis
of what have been described as “quasi-contractual injunctions”, namely where
an anti-suit injunction is sought in circumstances where there is doubt as to
whether one of the parties to the proceedings is bound by the arbitration clause.
Cockerill J has confirmed that in such a case the ordinary principles applicable to
the grant of anti-suit injunctions under section 37 of the Senior Courts Act 1981
remain applicable. In a sequel decision, National Bank of Fujairah (Dubai Branch)
v Times Trading Corporation [2020] EWHC 1983 (Comm), Foxton J held that on
the facts of the case it was appropriate to grant an extension of time under
section 12 of the Arbitration Act 1996 for the commencement of arbitration.

August 2020
Volume 20 • Issue 7
1. Anti-suit injunctions
Quasi-contractual injunctions;
extension of time

5. Jurisdiction
Bilateral investment treaties

6. Law applicable to an
arbitration agreement
Significance of the seat

Times Trading: the facts

In May 2018 the vessel Archagelos Gabriel, owned by Rosalind Maritime LLC
and managed by Times Navigation, loaded 55,100 mt of steam coal in bulk
in East Kalimantan, Indonesia. 27 bills of lading on the Congenbill 1994 form
were issued on behalf of the master. The bills of lading contained a General
Paramount Clause which laid down a 12-month time bar for cargo claims. They
also incorporated a dispute resolution clause from an intermediate voyage
charterparty between Trafigura and Harmony, providing that the charterparty
was governed by English law and disputes were to be resolved by arbitration in
London in accordance with the Arbitration Act 1996. It was not disputed that
the arbitration clause applied to the claim.
The cargo was discharged between 10 and 20 June 2018 at Navlakhi
Port, India without production of the original bills of lading against letters of
indemnity. National Bank of Fujarah (NBF) claimed to be the holder of the bills
of lading and on 28 December 2018 NBF made a claim against Rosalind c/o
Times Trading, alleging misdelivery. Solicitors WH replied on the same day,
saying that it acted for the owners, although the identity of the owners was
not clarified. In the absence of a favourable response to the demand, on 2
January 2019 NBF issued in rem proceedings in the High Court of Singapore
against “Owners and/or Demise Charterers and/or other persons interested in”
the vessel. NBF’s case was that it had taken WH’s response as meaning that the
carrier had been Rosalind. WH did not in fact become aware of the existence
of the bareboat charter until 18 January 2019. The Singapore action sought
damages for breach of the contracts of carriage contained in the bills of lading,
and in tort and bailment. On 15 February 2019 Trafigura, Times and Rosalind
entered into a claims handling agreement under which Trafigura became
responsible for handling any misdelivery claims.

Did you know

Arbitration Law Monthly
is online? Go to
www.arbitrationlawmonthly.com
or www.i-law.com to find out more
Forgotten your login details?
Call + 44 (0)20 7017 7701 or email us at
clientservices@i-law.com and we
will help with your access

Covering a wide range of industries including construction, banking, energy,
gas, insurance, oil and shipping, Arbitration Law Monthly offers you a
convenient round-up of news, information and analysis in an easy-to-read
format. Arbitration Law Monthly features a unique collection of cases which are expertly
analysed to hone in on specific points, to improve your knowledge and understanding of
the issues raised.
Editor

Professor Rob Merkin QC

Professor of Law, Universities of Exeter and Reading
Special Counsel, Duncan Cotterill
Editor, Lloyd’s Law Reports

Follow us on arbitrationlawmonthly.com and i-law.com
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Arbitration Law Monthly provides you with:

Hardcopy
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Written by Professor Robert Merkin QC, and regularly cited
in the English courts as a work of authority, Arbitration Law
explains the facts of important cases and their implications.
It will help to ensure efficient and effective arbitrations,
delivering top quality results to all parties in the dispute.

Arbitration Law provides you with:
u Regular updates, so unlike an ordinary text book, the content of Arbitration Law will

change in line with the law, ensuring you are always up to date
u Coverage of over 3,000 cases – including all case law arising from the Arbitration

Act 1996

u Regular updates of global developments in arbitration case law
u Essential facts from recent judgments
u Detailed coverage of reported and unreported cases

u A comprehensive global reference guide – including all cases from international

Your subscription includes:

Your subscription includes:

u Online access to an extensive archive dating back to 2000
u Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.arbitrationlawmonthly.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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jurisdictions that have adopted the Model Arbitration Law, providing an
international viewpoint

u Online access to the fully searchable text
u Two-volume hardcopy looseleaf
u Updated three times per year

Financial Crime
Financial Crime from Informa Law
This suite offers case reports, news, analysis and commentary from editors who are thought
leaders in this field. Dedicated to financial crime and compliance, Financial Crime from
Informa Law gives you relevant and timely information on areas including money laundering,
compliance, terrorist financing, sanctions and the Proceeds of Crime Act. Our services in this
field are must-read publications for legal practitioners and compliance officers, whether
handling litigation or mitigating risk.

Key benefits
u Combining comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent

u
u
u
u

alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up to date as well as having
access to the historical precedents and analysis you need
Focused coverage on financial crime and compliance means that you no longer have to
search through irrelevant information to find the right case report, comment or analysis
Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the cases,
analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court,
headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly
Case reporting includes verbatim judgments which can be cited in court to support
your argument

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Financial Crime

i-law

Hardcopy
Lloyd’s Law Reports Financial Crime Plus: available on www.i-law.com

Our enhanced service on www.i-law.com includes cases that are not yet published in the printed versions of Lloyd’s
Law Reports: Financial Crime. The Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime Plus cases are available to i-law subscribers.
The following case reports will be listed on i-law.com.
[Ch D]

PCP Capital Partners LLP and Another v Barclays Bank plc
[Waksman J; 1 June 2020]
Dishonest representations/Legal professional privilege/Waiver

[QBD (Comm)]

R (National Crime Agency) v Leahy and Others
[Hilliard J; 29 April, 18 May 2020]
Application for civil recovery order/Proceeds of Crime Act 2002,
sections 243 and 266/Application to set aside a property freezing
order/Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, sections 245A and 245B/
Balance of convenience/Disclosure in the context of civil recovery
proceedings (Civil Procedure Rules Part 8)/Circumstances in which
it is appropriate for the court to order that the parties should
exchange costs budgets

[QBD]

R (Terra Services Ltd) v National Crime Agency and Others
[Lord Burnett, LCJ and Jay J; 18 and 19 May, 24 June 2020]
Mutual Legal Assistance/Search warrant/Covert search and
examination/Letter of Request

[QBD (Admin)]

Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime arms you with the specialist case reporting
and legal commentary you need in the areas of banking and financial services,
fraud, proceeds of crime, tax investigation, money laundering and commercial
litigation. The reports cover the most influential cases and contentious
issues and are an indispensable tool for all legal, accounting and compliance
professionals and a key addition to legal and university libraries.
Rihan v Ernst & Young Global Ltd and Others
[Kerr J; 24, 27-28, 31 January, 3–6, 12–13 February, 17 April 2020]
Professional negligence/Duty of care/Employer’s duties/Safety of employee/
Audit/Whistleblowing/Disclosure obligations/Economic loss/Future
earning prospects/Conspiracy to injure/Causation/Mitigation of loss

[QBD]

Vinks and Ribicka v Republic of Latvia
[ECHR (Fifth Section)]
[Síofra O’Leary, P, Judges Ganna Yudkivska, André Potocki, Yonko Grozev, MĀrtiŅš Mits, LƏtif Hüseynov,
Lado Chanturia and Claudia Westerdiek, Section Registrar; 7, 30 January 2020]
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
article 8 and article 13/Respect for private life/Effective remedy for
violation of the Convention/Legality of search of premises and seizures
Williams v The Supervisory Authority (Antigua And Barbuda)
[Lords Kerr, Hodge, Lloyd-Jones, Briggs and Sales; 6 February, 8 June 2020]
Civil recovery/Freezing orders/Constitutional rights

[UKPC]

September 2020

Part 7 [2020] Lloyd’s Rep FC pp 339–399

Court

Barton and Another v R
[Lord Burnett, LCJ, Dame Victoria Sharp, P, Queen’s Bench Division,
Lord Justice Fulford, VP, Court of Appeal, Criminal Division,
McGowan and Cavanagh JJ; 20–21 January, 29 April 2020]
Dishonesty/Stare decisis/Obiter dicta/Instruction of the Supreme
Court in conflict with decision of the Court of Appeal

[CA (Crim Div)]

Page
368

R v Hilton
[Lords Kerr, Wilson, Lloyd-Jones, Briggs and Lady Arden;
2 December 2019, 1 July 2020]
Confiscation/Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, Part 4, section 160A
(section 10A for England and Wales)/Criminal confiscation/
Procedure/When must proposal to make confiscation order be
intimated to interested third-parties/Whether mandatory to do
so/Whether judge “was determining the available amount”
for the purposes of section 160A (section 10A)

[UKSC]

339

The Official Receiver v Skeene and Another
[Deputy Insolvency and Companies Court Judge Kyriakides; 10 March, 20 May 2020]
Affirmations/Directors Disqualification Proceedings/Disclosure/
Serious Fraud Office/Permission/Civil Procedure Rules 31.22,
32.12, 32.15

[Ch D]

391

ZXC v Bloomberg LP
[Underhill, VP, Court of Appeal, Civil Division, Bean LJJ and Simon J;
3 and 4 March, 15 May 2020]
Privacy/Identifying subject of criminal investigation/Confidentiality
of letters of request/Balancing interest in publication/ECHR,
articles 8 and 10

[CA (Civ Div)]
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Edited by Jonathan Fisher QC, alongside an expert advisory board of practitioners and
academics, the reports offer an authoritative case selection from foreign jurisdictions as well
as English law.

Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime provides:
u Unique summary headnotes and keywords, providing you with a clear overview of the case

and its implications coupled with in-depth expert commentary and analysis
u Knowledgeable editors providing expert and invaluable commentary on how cases from

foreign jurisdictions as well as English law may affect future practice
u Case reports that include full verbatim judgments which can be used in court to support

your argument
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u Online access to an archive of cases dating back to 2008
u Regular Reporter service delivered via email to alert you to the latest decisions from the
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u Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime Plus online-first access to the latest case reports
u Case reports delivered 10 times a year
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Fraud Intelligence
The average business loses 5% of its total annual turnover as a result
of internal fraud. With such prolific and seemingly acceptable fraud in
businesses, how do you tackle the problem? Fraud Intelligence gives you
practical insights, analysis and tools to combat fraud, whether you’re in
the corporate or non-commercial sector. It brings you legal developments
– statute and case law – and first-hand counter-fraud professional advice,
for both internal and external fraud threats, on tackling potentially corrosive costs to
your organisation.
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Financial Conduct Authority v Skinner and Others
[Mrs Kelyn Bacon QC (Sitting as a Judge of the High Court); 2–6, 10–11 March, 6 May 2020]
Financial Services Regulation/Financial Conduct Authority/
Restitution orders/Knowing concern/Required knowledge/
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, sections 19, 21, 382/
Communication of financial promotion of share issues not made
or approved by authorised person/Financial Service Act 2012,
sections 3, 89/False or misleading statements
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How to conduct
investigations remotely

Although ‘business as usual’ practices have been seriously disrupted by the
coronavirus crisis, internal and external investigations are continuing and
new ones are commencing. Ruby Hamid of Ashurst outlines an approach to
managing and conducting an investigation process while working remotely.

The COVID-19 pandemic has presented innumerable challenges to all facets
of life. This is particularly felt where face-to-face interaction is the expected
norm. Those of us whose role is to conduct investigations into corporate or
individual misconduct ﬁnd that we are meeting challenges in many forms:
limitations on capacity and availability, being unable to gauge the response
of a witness in a face-to-face interview, IT and e-discovery teams under
pressure from all sides, obtaining physical materials from an archive, and
keeping up the impetus on an investigation when we are all under additional
pressure. We also miss working with our teams around a table, as well as the
drive and creativity that comes from an in-person discussion.
However, despite the global lockdown and reduced activity in some
economic sectors, internal and external investigations are continuing and new
ones are commencing. While some regulators and prosecutors are pausing
investigations, due to insufﬁcient capacity or a lack of comfort with the
technology platforms available to them, others are pressing ahead as usual.
The increased incidence of fraud in times of economic pressure, and
an already reported uptick in cybercrime and procurement fraud, means
that investigations may be even more important in the months and years
to come. Investigations are now being conducted remotely and we are all
adapting to a new way of working. While it may be possible for investigators

June/July 2020

1 How to conduct investigations
remotely
Lockdown logistics
5 News & comment
8 Developing the role of the
‘frauditor’
Alternative and cost-effective
12 Leveraging traditional and
alternative data in investigations
Mining strategy
14 Joined-up fraud detection –
external audit and internal
resources
More than the sum of the parts
ONLINE ONLY
Reaping the beneﬁts of self-reporting
Countering COVID-19-related fraud
and scams
The battle for our bank accounts –
continuous monitoring

Follow us on Twitter @fraudintell and join discussions in our LinkedIn group

Whether you have to identify, investigate and control fraud in all its guises, assess risk and
reinforce your defences against fraudulent activity, or just stay informed on case law and
what it means for combating risks, Fraud Intelligence can help. The clear guidance from
practitioners in the field will help you develop a corporate fraud policy and response plan,
and propagate an anti-fraud culture in your organisation.

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
u Regularly updated news and analysis available online
u Issues delivered six times a year

www.counter-fraud.com
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Compliance Monitor
Compliance Monitor brings you instructive, yet concise, coverage of the
latest UK financial services regulatory initiatives and how they affect
you. Keep on top of these changes, as well as current expectations of the
authorities and what they mean for your business, via practical analysis
and guidance on current compliance issues.

Money Laundering Bulletin
www.compliancemonitor.com

COMMENT ❱ CAPITAL ADEQUACY

“Winter is coming”
– DP20/2 augurs
prudential feats for
investment ﬁrms
A recent discussion paper sets out to replace the patchwork of prudential
requirements that currently govern investment ﬁrms with something more ﬁt
for purpose. But DP20/2 – and its forerunner FG20/1 – portend far-reaching
implications for all ﬁrms, as Julian Sampson relates.
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1 “Winter is coming”
DP20/2 augurs prudential feats for
investment ﬁrms
4 News
8 How to handle ‘impossible
complainants’
Obtaining right results in the
context of unorthodox behaviour
13 Getting regulatory reporting
right
Systematic submission of incorrect
reports is still going unnoticed
15 Criminal ﬁnance rules tightened
for PSPs
New AML/CFT measures from the
EU affect UK payment service
providers
18 Cross-market manipulation
under the microscope
Regulatory surveillance capabilities
across separate trading venues
are on the advance
22 Increased level of complaints
upheld by FOS
Latest statistics from the
Ombudsman
SEE ONLINE

You all know the scene.
The king and his courtiers are feasting in the Great Hall, celebrating
the defeat of the latest incursion into their territory by their enemies from
Essos. Everyone is talking, the mead is ﬂowing.
Unnoticed, the heavy doors at the end of the hall open a fraction
and in staggers a messenger. He bears all the signs of having had to
fight his way in. Let’s call him FG20/1. But he is unnoticed by most of
the assembly, who continue feasting until FG20/1 stands on a table and
screams, “Winter is coming!” He then collapses in a heap on the floor,
bruised and bloodied.
Everything stops. In the silence that follows, a few minor courtiers
inspect the prone ﬁgure of FG20/1 and pronounce him dead. Nobody pays
him any more attention and the company resume their revels.
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Follow us on Twitter @Fin_Compliance and join discussions in our LinkedIn group

Compliance Monitor keeps you informed with evolving UK and European
developments, helping you avoid fines and reputational damage to your business.
With access to a complete archive you can track the evolution of compliance regulation
and project how this might develop in future, from conduct of business to enforcement.
Compliance Monitor keeps you informed about new and proposed rules and guidance so
you can adapt your business strategy accordingly, with confidence.

Your subscription includes:
u
u
u
u

Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
Regularly updated news and analysis available online
Issues delivered 10 times a year
Financial services fines analytics dashboard is an interactive tool to help you identify
fines, enabling you to protect your organisation.

www.compliancemonitor.com
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Money Laundering Bulletin brings you the latest analysis of money
laundering regulation, methods, trends and policing, helping you avoid AML
breaches in your organisation and the heavy fines and reputational risk
associated with them. The title also covers counter-terrorist financing and
sanctions compliance issues. As Money Laundering Reporting Officers in the
UK face personal liability for not operating effective AML controls, it’s critical
to manage this risk to safeguard your organisation and yourself.

www.moneylaunderingbulletin.com

FEATURE ❱ SUPERVISORS

Sparing the rod – UK AML
supervision
Late reporting carries regulatory sanction unless, that is, you’re a regulator,
apparently. Or maybe publication in August 2020 of the review of UK AML
supervisors’ performance for the period 6 April 2018 to 5 April 2019 [1] is
solely down to HM Treasury. The slow start ﬁnds echo in the Foreword by John
Glenn MP, Economic Secretary to the Treasury, when he says “Since 2015, the
FCA [Financial Conduct Authority] has prioritised tackling ﬁnancial crime…”:
but surely it’s always been a priority for the FCA, and the Financial Services
Authority before it; their governing legislation, the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000, features ‘The reduction of ﬁnancial crime’ as one of the
regulator’s original four statutory objectives.
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Sparing the rod – UK AML
supervision
Credible deterrence?
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Interview with Hennie Verbeek-Kusters,
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… but the road is long
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Public registers on the horizon

ONLINE ONLY
Go East – salaries and prospects
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Closing the governance gap

Financial services

The FCA has “an equivalent of” 52 staff focused on AML/CFT supervision,
which initially sounds weighty but they have to cover 19,660 ﬁrms under the
ML Regulations. The 14 largest retail and investment banks are subject to
intensive oversight but of the remainder, 30 higher risk, mainly smaller ﬁrms
and a further 29 from the general population were reviewed in the 12 months;
so, the fraction examined was 0.3%. At least, that is the proportion based on
paragraph 3.14 numbers in the report; the FCA’s submitted returns, at para
3.18, suggest a higher 0.6% of its population were assessed via desk-based
review (DBR) or onsite visit.
Either way, under the UK Economic Crime Plan [2], FCA is expected to
strengthen AML supervision and engagement: it aims to make better
use of data and deploy “new and innovative technology tools to test the
effectiveness of systems and controls” in the 2020/21 ﬁnancial year. No
mention of additional investment in AML specialists; and whether more

Magnitsky sanctions: a storm in a
teacup?
UK ﬁrst marks step away from EU

Have Unexplained Wealth Orders hit
the rocks?
Costs and consequences

Pooled Client Accounts: the ﬁnal
answer?
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Money Laundering Bulletin is practitioner-led, providing trusted information to all industries
in the regulated sector, including:
u Banks
u Investment and insurance firms
u Stockbrokers
u Law firms
u Accountants
u Money service businesses
u Trust and company service providers
u Estate agents
Money Laundering Bulletin helps you stay up to date with current initiatives and practical
developments allowing you to develop strategies and tactics to effectively prevent, detect
and report suspicious activity in your business.

Your subscription includes:
u
u
u
u

Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
Regularly updated news and analysis available online
Issues delivered 10 times a year
Money laundering and sanctions fines dashboard is an interactive tool to help you
identify areas of regulatory and legal risk, enabling you to protect your organisation.

www.moneylaunderingbulletin.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
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Insurance & Reinsurance
Insurance & Reinsurance from Informa Law
This suite hosts the archive of cases from Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance back
to 1991. The service also includes commentary, analysis and practical guidance on all key
aspects of insurance law from titles including major reference works such as The Law of
Insurance Contracts, a range of leading insurance law books and Insurance Law Monthly. we
deliver all the expert case reporting, commentary and analysis you’ll need.

Key benefits
u Combining comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent

u
u
u
u

alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date as well as having
access to the historical precedents and analysis you need
Focused coverage on insurance and reinsurance means that you no longer have to search
through irrelevant information to find a case report, comment or analysis
Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the cases,
analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court,
headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly
Case reporting includes verbatim judgments which can be cited in court to support
your argument

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Insurance & Reinsurance
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Hardcopy
Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance Plus: available on www.i-law.com

Our enhanced service on www.i-law.com includes cases that are not yet published in the printed versions of Lloyd’s Law
Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance. The Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance Plus cases are available to i-law
subscribers. The following case reports will be listed on i-law.com.
Axa Insurance UK Ltd v EUI Ltd (t/a Elephant Insurance)
[Foster J]
Insurance (motor)/Contribution between insurers/Driver involved in accident
returning from work/Meaning of “social, domestic and pleasure” purposes/
Meaning of “private motor car”

[FCA]

Sarfraz v Akhtar and Another
[Pepperall J]
Insurance (motor vehicle)/Compulsory insurance/Assured injured
while a passenger in his own car/Whether car unlawfully taken/Whether
assured permitting himself to be carried/Road Traffic Act 1988,
sections 151(2) and 151(4)

[QBD]

Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance provides:

Part 6 [2020] Lloyd’s Rep IR pp 333–396

July 2020

Editors: Ian
JohnHunter
LockeyQC
QCand
andProfessor
Professor
Robert
Merkin QC
Robert
Merkin
LLOYD’S LAW REPORTS: INSURANCE & REINSURANCE

Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance contains the full archive of
insurance and reinsurance cases dating back to 1991.

[QBD]

QBE Insurance Australia Ltd v Allianz Australia Insurance Ltd
[Allsop CJ]
Insurance (liability)/Co-insurance/Contribution/Defence costs

Part 6 [2020] pp 333–396

Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance

Hardcopy

Contents

Court

Hutchinson v Mapfre Espana Compania de Seguros y Reaseguros SA and Another
[Andrews J; 16–17 January, 4 February 2020]
Insurance (liability)/Jurisdiction/Direct claim against liability insurer/
Consumer jurisdiction against defendant marketing in consumer’s
jurisdiction of domicile where the purchase had been made in the
defendant’s domicile/Insurance contract clause ostensibly defining the risk
but operating with the effect of a jurisdiction clause/Brussels Regulation
Recast, European Parliament and Council Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012,
articles 13, 15, 17, 18, 29 and 30

[QBD]

Page

Mathieson and Another v Tower Insurance Ltd
[Dunningham J; 5 November 2019, 11 February 2020]
Insurance (property)/Measure of indemnity/Aggregation/Claimants’ property
damaged in successive earthquakes/Whether claimants could recover for
each earthquake

[NZHC]

350

UK Acorn Finance Ltd v Markel (UK) Ltd
[HHJ Pelling QC; 9–12, 16 December 2019, 21 April 2020]
Insurance (professional indemnity)/Non-disclosure and misrepresentation/
Breach of warranty/Waiver/Effect of unintentional non-disclosure
clause/Third Parties (Rights Against Insurers) Act 1930

[QBD (Comm Ct)]

356

Young v Royal and Sun Alliance Insurance plc
[Lord President Carloway, Lord Brodie and Lord Woolman; 19 May 2020]
Insurance/Duty of fair presentation/Waiver of disclosure/Insurance Act 2015,
section 5(3)(e).

[CSIH]

388

333
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u Case reports that include full verbatim judgments which can be used in court to
support your argument
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u Online access to an archive of cases dating back to 1991
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Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance:
The Bound Volume Series
Providing you with coverage of all the most important
insurance and reinsurance cases from domestic policies to
major reinsurance disputes, from first instance to appeal
courts, Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance ensures that you have all the
information you need to conduct your research and advise your clients with confidence.
Written by practising legal professionals, you can be confident every volume includes
the key cases you need, reviewed by trusted, expert, industry editors and all case reports
conveniently include the full judgment, enabling you to easily cite them in court.

Make sure your legal library is complete
Each Bound Volume contains full, verbatim judgments that can be cited in court, and will
also help you to understand at once the way a judge has decided and its implications for
future (and previous) decisions. Each volume consolidates all of the cases reported within
the year.
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Insurance Law Monthly
Written by Professor Robert Merkin QC,
Insurance Law Monthly brings you the
crucial facts from key judgments and
legislative activity. The clear presentation
and layout guides you through complex
cases and legislation, allowing you to
go straight to the main issues. Including commentary
on key cases plus updates regarding EU directives, new
regulations as well as current legislation, Insurance Law
Monthly keeps you up-to-date with the developing law
and legal issues.
www.insurancelawmonthly.com

Motor vehicle insurance

August 2020
Volume 32 • Issue 8

Social, domestic and pleasure purposes

In AXA Insurance UK Ltd v EUI Ltd (t/a Elephant Insurance) [2020] EWHC
1207 (QB) Foster J considered the meaning of the phrases “social, domestic
and pleasure” and “private motor car” for the purposes of the coverage of a
motor policy. The judge has confirmed that driving home from work is not a
social purpose, and that the test in any one case is that of primary purpose.

AXA: the facts

On 29 May 2016 a Vauxhall Astra driven by X collided with a Ford Ka driven
by Y, who sustained serious injuries in the accident. The Astra was a courtesy
car owned by DP Garage and loaned to X while his own vehicle, a Ford Focus,
was being repaired.
On the night before the accident X had been working as a security guard at
a hotel in Birmingham. It was not his usual place of work, and he was doing
his boss a favour by working there. The accident occurred on the morning
after his night shift while X was driving back to his home in Wolverhampton,
but he was intending to divert to pick up a friend at a local coach station so
that he could give him a lift back to Wolverhampton.
There were two separate insurances in place potentially covering X’s
liability (if any) to Y. The Astra was insured by AXA, and the Focus was insured
by EUI. The question in the present proceedings whether, if AXA indemnified
X for any damages awarded against him to Y, AXA had a right of contribution
from EUI. Each of the policies contained “other insurance” clauses and it was
common ground that the combined effect of those clauses was that if each
of the policies responded to the loss then it would be shared equally between
AXA and EUI. Thus, everything turned upon the terms of the EUI policy.

The policies

There was no dispute as to AXA’s liability to indemnify X for any damages that
might be awarded against him to Y. This was a Commercial Road Risk Cover
issued to DP Garage which extended to any person driving with its permission
where the driver’s vehicle was under DP Garage’s custody or control for
servicing or repair. The policy covered both business use and also use for
social, domestic and pleasure purposes.
The EUI policy covered X’s liability while his was driving his own car and also
when he was driving another car with the permission of the owner, excluding
rental cars. There were two important restrictions on that coverage. First, it
applied to X “only while driving a private motor car”, defined as “a privatelyowned motor car manufactured to carry up to eight passengers, which is
designed solely for private use and has not been constructed or adapted to

1. Motor vehicle insurance
Social, domestic and pleasure
purposes

2. Fair presentation of the risk
Unintentional non-disclosure
clauses

5. Property damage
Successive losses

5. Jurisdiction

The European insurance
jurisdiction rules
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Ordinary residence
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Insurance Law Monthly enables readers to ensure their
business is aware of current case law and developments,
as well as the latest litigation hazards. This one reference
source includes all relevant information, reducing time
spent on legal research and the need for using law firms
in some instances.

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to an extensive archive of case

summaries, commentary and analysis dating back
to 2000
u Issues delivered 12 times a year
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Reinsurance Practice and the Law

Liability Risk & Insurance

Updated by Clyde & Co LLP, this looseleaf covers all the
areas of reinsurance law that are likely to give rise to
problems, paying special attention to the drafting and
operation of reinsurance contracts. It offers a clear
explanation of the basics of reinsurance contracts,
including the relationships between parties and the
various types of agreements.

Liability, Risk & Insurance ensures you
are fully aware of developments which
will have an impact on your business
and the interests of your clients. It will
keep you up-to-date on events which you
need to know about if you are to be sure
of delivering the right solutions, and if you are to stay
informed on trends in regulation and in the courts.

Reinsurance Practice and the Law provides
you with:
u Practical guidance on dispute resolution
u Advice and coverage of every area of reinsurance law
u Content updates from international markets such as

China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Australia, New Zealand
and the USA

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to the fully searchable text via i-law.com
u Hardcopy looseleaf with binder
u Updates delivered online and in hardcopy

www.insurancelawmonthly.com
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EU Rapid Alert System
reports growth in
actions after dangerous
product alert

The Rapid Alert System, the European Commission’s system to prevent or
restrict the selling of dangerous products on the market, has published its latest
report that reveals the number of actions taken by authorities following an alert
is growing year-on-year, reaching 4,477 in 2019 compared to 4,050 in 2018.
Didier Reynders, Commissioner for Justice, said: “The Rapid Alert System
is available 24 hours, seven days a week, keeping information ﬂowing and
our single market safe. A record level of work is being carried out to protect
consumers from dangerous products and potential harm. Moreover, the
Commission has been working with member states to increase testing of
products. This work led to an additional 75 products being ﬂagged through our
Rapid Alert System since the end of last year.”
In 2019, authorities from 31 participating countries of the Rapid Alert System
(EU member states plus the UK, Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein) exchanged
2,243 alerts on dangerous products through the system, which prompted
4,477 follow-up actions, representing an increase of 10 per cent from last year
and of 63 per cent since 2015.
The report notes that actions taken range from the withdrawal or destruction
of a product by distributors and retailers before they reach consumers, to
recalling unsafe products from users.
Toys were the most notiﬁed product category (29 per cent of total
notiﬁcations), followed by motor vehicles (23 per cent) and clothing, textiles
and fashion items (8 per cent). Cosmetics, electrical appliances and equipment,
as well as childcare articles and children’s equipment also had a high number
of alerts. The most notiﬁed risks related to a product causing injuries (27 per
cent) such as fractures or concussions. Chemical components in products was
the second most frequently ﬂagged concern (23 per cent), followed by risks of
choking for children (13 per cent).
The Commission noted that a number of new alerts have been registered
since the start of the coronavirus outbreak: up until 1 July, there were 63 alerts
on face masks, three alerts on coveralls, three alerts on hand disinfectants and
three alerts on UV lamps (sanitising wands).
The Commission has also published the results of the Coordinated Activities
on the Safety of Products (CASP) which involves the joint testing of products by
the European Commission and European authorities selected by the member
states. This led to 652 products being tested for safety, including personal

Your subscription includes:
commentaries dating back to 2000
u Issues delivered 12 times a year
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Liability, Risk & Insurance is an essential and powerful
way of managing liabilities, offering you practical advice
on coping with legal exposures effectively. Every month,
our expert editors follow events in your market, and
tell you what the latest developments mean for you to
keep you informed and up to speed. You will be updated
on all the developing areas of liability, such as tobacco,
asbestos, environmental, occupational risks, medical
and professional perils. This will help you plan for future
claims effectively as you assess the outcome of similar
issues which might affect your own business. Coverage
of employment issues, health and safety, motor and
product liability will help you develop business strategies
to cope with the changing market and avoid poor
planning decisions.

u Online access to an archive of news and

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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The CEOs of the major digital platforms, Amazon, Facebook, Google
and Apple, faced over ﬁve hours of gruelling hearings on Capitol Hill on
29 July. The hearings before the House Judiciary Antitrust Subcommittee
demonstrated that members of Congress from both sides of the aisle
had done their homework. There was as usual a smattering of political
grandstanding and ignorance. Nevertheless, the hearings demonstrated
that across the political spectrum, American politicians had begun to
understand the scale of market power now in the hands of the digital
platforms and the potential problems that ﬂowed as a result.
The questioning demonstrated that members of Congress did have a grasp
of the self-dealing issues that ﬂow from the platforms’ market power and
tech-derived information ﬂows. Both Apple’s Tim Cook, and Jeff Bezos of
Amazon, faced questioning on their ﬁrms self-dealing, with the latter hesitant
to deny that his ﬁrm used information from third-party dealers on its platform
to build competing products. While the CEOs denied many of the charges of
content stealing, targeted acquisition of competitors and data misuse, the
increasingly informed legislators are clearly developing an evidence base
from which regulatory action and legislation is likely to spring.
One also cannot ignore the political context. Although in the US it is
election year there is bipartisan consensus for greater regulation in respect
of the digital platforms. Whether President Trump is re-elected, or replaced
in January 2021 with former Vice-President Biden, further regulatory
action is likely to be taken against the platforms. The House Subcommittee
will be producing a report by the autumn which is likely to be inﬂuential
with whichever party obtains the White House in November. The implication
of the questioning from the Subcommittee of the CEOs was that Congress
focused on break-up measures and comprehensive legislative action.
Antitrust prosecution in other words appeared to play second ﬁddle
to legislation.
One interest for Europeans watching the hearings was the extent to which
the EU and US could co-operate in developing a common regulatory platform.
There is a compelling argument in terms of reducing space for regulatory
arbitrage and ensuring a high level of data protection and privacy across
the euro-Atlantic space. Creating a common regulatory platform could also
encourage third states to support such a platform. This common approach
would also limit the attractiveness of principally large scale Chinese digital
platforms, which have even less concern for data rights than Apple, Facebook,
Google and Amazon. Because of the potential regulatory and geopolitical
advantages of EU-US co-operation, combined with bipartisan support, it is
likely that regulation rather than antitrust litigation may now become the
primary response to the major US digital platforms.
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Devolved governments:
Different legal positions
during Covid-19

The Covid-19 pandemic has thrown into sharp focus the practical consequences
of devolution for the UK. Travellers across borders from England to Wales, Scotland
and Northern Ireland, and taking variants of these journeys, are likely to be
bemused by the different legislation passed by each of the devolved governments
to protect their populations, while also attempting to refresh their economies.
Guidance has been issued to inform those living in each devolved area and this
is available on the internet. But not every traveller has access to a computer and
people who are anxious to visit family members, if that is permitted, can ﬁnd
variations in the ofﬁcial advice extremely confusing, particularly as the guidance
changes to accommodate new scientiﬁc research ﬁndings and rising numbers of
people in certain areas who test positive for the virus.
A brief glance at examples of the differences between the legal rules in the
four administrations will illustrate, but not necessarily elucidate, the position
because even within each country some of the rules and requirements appear
to be contradictory. One example is the requirement relating to face coverings.
Although the rules about when and where face masks are said to be
based on scientiﬁc evidence, that has been interpreted differently in the
four jurisdictions, and has changed during the course of the coronavirus
pandemic. In some areas the requirements are advisory, while in others there
are mandatory rules.
In Wales the situation has changed since lockdown was introduced when
the Welsh ﬁrst minister Mark Drakeford changed the advice on the use of face
coverings simply to bring the position in Wales in line with that elsewhere in the
UK. At the start in Wales, the advice on face masks from the chief medical ofﬁcer
was that there was only a “marginal public health case” for wearing them,
but that the matter would be kept under review. On 13 July, Mark Drakeford
announced the position was changing, so from Monday, 27 July, three-layer
face coverings were mandatory on all public transport in Wales, (buses, trains,
and taxis). That decision, “for the sake of simplicity and consistency” brought
Wales into line with Scotland, England and Northern Ireland, who all demand
passengers wear face masks. He explained that having a different rule for
wearing masks on public transport in Wales and England was “not sustainable
in the long term”.
Despite this concession, the Welsh ﬁrst minister has remained adamant
about face coverings for shopping or other activities saying:
“The advice of the Welsh government is that if places are crowded then face
coverings are advisory. Where places are not crowded, it is a matter for the
individual citizen to make that decision.”
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Topic of the month

The future for farming without areabased subsidies – the Agriculture Bill

A large number of farm accounts do not show a farming trading proﬁt without
the Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) area-based subsidy. It is fair to say that
some of the large farms and landed estates do show a farming proﬁt due
to “economies of scale” and being able to correctly allocate farm overheads
against diversiﬁcation, together with a very commercial focus. The BPS has been
replaced with the Direct Payment to Farmers (Legislative Continuity) Act 2020.
The farming industry, which was generally encouraged to vote for Brexit by
many organisations, had actually possibly become dependent on “area-based”
support. The average UK farmer perhaps saw much of the “changing times” and
need for greater health and safety rules and environmental issue instructions
as “EU direction” as opposed to just farming having to move with the times due
to farm deaths, bio-security and greater generic control over food production.

Agriculture Bill

With the Agriculture Bill going through Parliament it is fair to say that reality has
struck. Subsidies for “public products” will be implemented. Farmers will have to
adjust. The big question to ask is how can accountants and tax advisers proactively
help smaller farmers understand what this really means in ﬁnancial terms?

The role of the accountant/tax advisers

The focus moving forward is on showing proﬁtability/real losses without BPS
and making farmers aware of what proﬁt they have to produce with the
phased-out BPS subsidy and pushing smaller farming clients and tax advisers
towards the “ﬁnancial reality zone”. Learning to maximise income streams
from the new “public products” will be essential.
As part of this advice most evolved business plans identify what subsidy
must be made from the new regime and tying into new diversiﬁcation
projects. The revolutionary Making tax Digital (MTD) from April 2019, which
incorporates voluntary registration from April 2020, needs to be considered
as to how this can help business plans.

Farm disputes

We looked at farm disputes going through the courts, eg Guest and Horsford
in various earlier issues of Farm Tax Brief.
The demographic of the elderly farmer who won’t pay for proper advice
and has no legal agreements in place to support and protect is legendary
within farming. The disputes that arise amongst farmers who have no
agreements, don’t talk to each other, don’t have partners’ meetings and
are often controlled by one partner, who is possibly the sole point of contact
at the ﬁrm of accountants/solicitors, are reported all over the tabloids when
the disputes hit the courts. Farming partners who sign documents on the
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The SARS-CoV-2 virus (Covid-19) pandemic has a wide-ranging impact on
ﬁnancial markets and the global economy. Efforts of the ﬁnancial industry,
regulators and economy mainly concern ensuring business continuity, the
management of market volatility and containment of an uncontrolled turmoil
and the ensuing devastating economic consequences.
The derivatives industry plays a signiﬁcant role since it is pivotal in the
management of market volatility, provision of liquidity and hedging of risk for
commercial and public-sector entities. In the past, the contractual framework
proved resilient and capable of adequately managing economic turmoil and
large-scale defaults.
The ongoing pandemic is characterised by trading market suspensions,
unanticipated bank holidays and other government interventions such as
lockdowns and short selling bans and has led to a surge of insolvency cases
that are expected to increase. Therefore, it is helpful to consider on a high
level the possible contractual challenges and need for adaptation as well as
the impact of legal and regulatory reform that may affect the possibility to
continue trading.
This article is divided into three parts. The ﬁrst examines high-level issues
relating to the contractual implications of the coronavirus pandemic. The
second part considers the consequences of the expected insolvencies and
ongoing insolvency reform, giving distressed companies temporary relief. The
third part concludes the article.

The ISDA Master Agreement

Before analysing the key provision relevant to manage the eventualities
related to the pandemic, it is helpful to briefly reflect on the documentation architecture. Derivatives traded on a cross-border basis are ordinarily
documented under the Master Agreement published by the International
Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) governed by the laws of England or New York.1 The versions published in 1992 and 2002 are most
frequently used. Both master agreements contain a pre-printed text that
can be modified in their schedule to accommodate the parties’ and transactional requirements. Transactions are documented with confirmations
which form part of the ISDA Master Agreements. These confirmations
are supplemented by definition booklets, which introduce transactionspecific terms. The exchange of collateral is regulated by a credit support
document such as the ISDA Credit Support Annexes appended to the ISDA
Master Agreements.
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Dr Christian Alexander Mecklenburg-Guzman, Credit Suisse,
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Nigeria, explore Nigeria’s ﬁnancial regulatory responses to
assuage the impact of Covid-19 on businesses, healthcare
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Amaryn Sangha, Independent Researcher, UK, examines
the FCA’s protectionary response for consumers and
possible implications.
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Suharsh Sinha, Saloni Thakkar and Arzan Zarolia, AZB &
Partners, India, appraise India’s regulatory responses to
the Covid-19 pandemic and question its potential impact
on the country’s economic target.
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Nathalie Lockton, Compliance Specialist, Global Investment
Bank, UK, argues that strategies by ﬁnancial institutions to
address Covid-19 risk are creating opportunities for ﬁnancial
crime and a risk-based approach is critical to addressing this.
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Dr Dominic Thomas-James and Dr Nkechikwu Valerie Azinge,
Yale University, and Associate Tenant, Goldsmith Chambers,
London and University of Lincoln, explore the compliance
implications of the FATF’s Covid-19 response for cash-based
economies, with Nigeria as a case study.
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Ehi Eric Esoimeme, E-Four and AAF Deputy Director, DSC
Publications Ltd, Nigeria, ﬁnds that ﬁnancial institutions can
proactively gatekeep the sector from money mules through
risk-based due diligence.
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Fola Jaiyesimi, Gravelsmiths Solicitors and Advocates, Nigeria,
evaluates the impact of Covid-19 on credit arrangements
whilst highlighting the government’s regulatory and policy
responses aimed at addressing the impact of coronavirus on
the ﬁnancial sector and the economy.
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Prof Andrew Campbell, University of Leeds, unearths the
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uncertainties triggered by the coronavirus pandemic.
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Ben Blackett-Ord, Rebecca Thorpe, Billie-Jo Dixon and
Ross Gofﬁ, Bovill, Bovill Asia, Bovill Singapore, Bovill USChicago respectively, provide illuminating insights into the
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specialist and practical information forewarns you of the
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Spend now, tax later?

Estelle Tague examines how the UK government might pay for its policy
response to the coronavirus pandemic.

Amidst all the uncertainty about the future course of the pandemic – and the
fate of the global economy in response to it – one thing that is certain is that
the UK will continue to suffer the ﬁnancial ramiﬁcations of the coronavirus for
years to come. That said, the summer statement issued by Chancellor Rishi
Sunak on 8 July 2020 appears to provide some short-term support for job
retention and stimulates the economy on a sector-based approach. These
are welcome measures, albeit that the devil will be in the detail.
There has been substantial speculation in the media regarding possible
tax increases following a Treasury leak in May. The impact of the pandemic is
starting to become clearer, and the need for a multipronged plan of national
debt, tax increases and prudent spending will be required. The leak suggests
a wide-ranging approach to dealing with the growing deﬁcit that could
include the Conservative government breaching its manifesto “triple tax lock”
promise not to raise Income Tax, National Insurance or VAT.
According to the leaked report, raising signiﬁcant amounts of tax would
require broad-based changes: effectively the government would increase
tax for all income brackets, including Income tax, VAT, Corporation Tax and
national insurance. It has been estimated that an increase of 1 per cent in
the basic rate of Income Tax (to 21 per cent) would raise circa £5 billion per
year for the UK Treasury. Given the size of the deﬁcit this smacks of tinkering
around the edges. Even a small rise in Income Tax could, in the short term,
directly impact the end consumer and damage consumer conﬁdence.
Chancellor Rishi Sunak has stated that he wanted the country to trade out
of the deﬁcit, saying, “obviously this has cost a lot … but the best way out of
this for all of us is to just grow the economy”. Increased taxation now would
slow economic growth and may lead to years of economic stagnation and,
potentially, long-term economic depression.
During his ﬁrst budget on 11 March 2020, the Chancellor conﬁrmed that
there would be a second budget in autumn 2020. The date has not been
released, but it is anticipated in late November or early December 2020.
The Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, has openly rejected a return to austerity,
which leaves taxes and increased debt as potential options. Historically, tax
rises are extremely unpopular with Conservative governments. However, with
growing budgetary deﬁcit and the economy going into recession: tax rises
in the medium term may be part of the solution to tackle the deﬁcit. What
might the impact on the main taxes be?
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Evaluating early neutral
evaluation as a means of
settling trust and estate
disputes

In the last few years early neutral evaluation (ENE) has been in the ascendancy
as a means of settling civil disputes. In 2015, the Civil Procedure Rules were
amended so as to expressly provide that the court may hear an ENE with the
aim of helping the parties settle the case (CPR rule 3.1(2)(m)). In 2019, the
Court of Appeal ruled in Lomax v Lomax [2019] EWCA Civ 1467 that the court
may order the parties to engage in an ENE, whether or not the parties give their
consent. What is ENE, and is it an effective means of settling trust and estate
disputes?
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What is ENE?

The core concept of an ENE is that a neutral party provides an evaluation of the
dispute between the parties. Beyond this core, an ENE may take many different
forms, depending upon the agreement of the parties and, it would seem, the
orders of the court. There are three key variables which may be considered
when addressing the particular form of ENE to be undertaken.
The ﬁrst variable is timing. There is no requirement that the neutral
evaluation must be “early”. In some cases it will make sense for the evaluation
to take place at an early stage in the dispute before the parties have incurred
substantial legal costs and become entrenched in their positions. Thus it is
common for a judge-led evaluation to take place before or around the time
of the ﬁrst case management conference. However, there is no bar to the
evaluation taking place before the issue of proceedings or at a later stage in
the proceedings.
The second variable is the identity of the evaluator. The most common form
of ENE is judge-led. Therefore, the evaluation will take place after the issue
of proceedings and will be conducted by a judge sitting in the court which is
the forum for the proceedings. The alternative is a “private ENE” whereby the
evaluator is an independent person outside of the judicial process; usually
a senior barrister or solicitor, or perhaps a professional mediator or a retired
member of the judiciary.
The third variable is the procedure to be adopted at the ENE. It will be
usual in any form of ENE for the parties to agree the evaluator’s reading list
(even if this just amounts to preparing a bundle of documents) and to make
submissions to the evaluator, which may be written or oral or a combination
of both. There will not usually be any disclosure or live evidence as part of the
process. The evaluator will deliver his or her evaluation to the parties, which
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Editorial

This month marked the end of an era for the FASB and the IASB. Russell Golden
ﬁnished his seven year ofﬁce as the chairman of the FASB; prior to becoming
chairman he had been a member of the Board for three years. His knowledge
and experience will be much missed. He was succeeded on 1 July by Richard
Jones, a former chief accountant at Big Four ﬁrm Ernst & Young. For the IASB,
the June meeting was the last one for members Gary Kabureck and Chungwoo
Suh, both of whom were serving their second term of ofﬁce as Board members
and whose interesting and useful contributions to the Board discussions will
not be quickly forgotten. In the IASB podcast covering the meeting, chairman
Hans Hoogervorst commented on it being a sad occasion, particularly so as the
meeting was a virtual one so they could not all shake hands. Martin Edelman
and Mary Tokar were reappointed to their second terms at the same time as
Mr Kabureck and Mr Suh in 2017, when Darrell Scott’s term of ofﬁce was then
extended by two years until the end of September 2020. Board members can
serve only two terms, lasting no longer than 10 years in total. The Board has
14 members, so this indicates a signiﬁcant amount of change. The American
successor to Mr Kabureck will be Zach Gast, who has over 20 years of investment
experience, and whose term begins in August 2020. The extension of Mr Scott’s
term was necessary as he has played a signiﬁcant role in the development
of the Board’s insurance standard, IFRS 17, the amendments to which were
published at the end of June 2020. In the podcast, Mr Hoogervorst, said these
“were truly the ﬁnal, ﬁnal amendments”. It now remains to be seen whether
the Board has done enough for the standard to be accepted in Europe.
Another organisation that is seeing considerable change at the moment
is the UK’s Financial Reporting Council which, following a wholesale review
by Sir John Kingman in 2018, is currently undergoing a major transformation.
Unfortunately, Simon Dingemans, who was appointed as chairman in July
2019, has now resigned after less than a year at the helm. This month includes
an update on the reform programme, and next month will include an article
looking at what the FRC has been doing recently. This will include the latest
audit inspection results1 which have just been published. The reviews covered
88 audits across the seven largest audit ﬁrms, and the headline result is that
only two thirds of the audits were of a good standard or needed only limited
improvement. This implies that despite all the focus and discussion there
has been on how to improve the quality of audit, much remains to be done.
However, it appears that the auditors themselves are facing considerable
challenges. This edition includes an article on a recent report that shows
failings in integrity within companies from around the world. That directors are
prepared to respond to a survey and say that they would be prepared to break
the law, or lie to auditors, in order to further their own careers or increase their
salaries, is astonishing and worrying. Moreover, it conﬁrms the need for good
quality auditors and regulators
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